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Columbia still grapples with retention efforts
African-American students face h.ghest dropout rate college-wide
By Joe Giuliani
Contributing Editor
Throughout the 1996-1997 school year, Krist ian O' Hare
commuted to Columbia from his home in Sawyer, Mich.,
12 miles from the Indiana border.
O' Hare couldn't afford the cost of Columbia' s dorms
but he was willing to wake up at 5 a.m. and make the
two-hour drive because of Columbia's growing reputation as a training ground for film students.
" I had really high expectations of the school," said
O' hare, 24. " I had a passion to go there and study fi lm."
But after a year of the experience, O' hare was ready to
call it quits. His only class in the Film department was
Aesthetics of Film. The rest of his courseload consisted
of general education classes. "The classes weren't much
of a challenge," O' Hare . s~id . •
So, in 1997 he transferred to Western Michigan

Paper

University and later graduated with a B.A. in English.
Like O' Hare, many students have grand visions of
Columbia, but leave after a short time here.
A recent report detailing Columbia's history of retaining and graduating its students shows that while the
school's retention rates have increased in recent years,
they are still well below national averages.
Of freshmen who entered Columbia between 1990 and
1994, only 13 percent graduated within five years, while
a study conducted by American College Testing. Inc.
shows that among 156 open admissions colleges surveyed, 37. 1 percent of freshman graduated within the
same amount of time.
Columbia also has trouble keeping freshmen enrolled
after only their first semester, the report shows. Only 71
percent of freshmen who entered Columbia between
1994 and 1998 returned for their second semester, and
only 51 percent returned for the ir second year.
Even fewer minority students stay at Columbia.

Graduation rates among Hispanic students are slight!)
lower than that for "bites. while black students. especially men , drop out in far higher numbers.
Among all black freshmen. six percent graduate within
five years. with only four percent of black men graduating.
However. Asian students have the highest graduation
and retention rates. with 29 percent graduating within
five years, and 63 percent returning to Columbi a for their
second year.
Things have looked worse for the school.
By 1999, Co lumbia's average retention rate for freshman had jumped 15.1 percent from 1990, when less than
40 percent of freshmen returned for their second semester. He lping fuel the increase was the opening of
Columbia's first residence hall in 1993.
Mark Kelly, vice president of academic affairs. is chair-

See retention, page 2

Finding the right job,
in time for graduation

c-H~se

By Neda Simeonova
Staff Writer· .

Brenna Mcl aughlin/Chronicle

Columbia janitor, Louis Smith, prepares to clean a stairway full of paper before the students, who
created the piles for an art class, returned (see Around Campus Photo, Page 2).

Looking for a job is a rite of passage each graduating student
undertakes every year. Resumes in
hand, Columbia students take to
the streets in search of work in
their selected fields. All of this
effort, regardless of the state of the
economy, in hopes that they will
find their way into the working
masses. Finding a job in an uncertain economy with a high level of
competition is never easy, but several Columbia graduates have
found work and success right here
in Chicago.
" Honestly I had only one job lead
and that was it." said Hamid
Paredes, Jr. who majored in graphic design at Columbia. When
Paredes graduated in June 2000, he
had only one job opportunity, and
that came through one of his professors at Columbia. He was sti ll
in school when his pro fessor
informed him that an ad agency
was going to have an open house.

" I went and showed them my portfo lio,'' he said.
After graduatio n Paredes
snagged three interviews in Los
Angeles and two more at home in
Chicago.
To his surprise, it was Euro
RSCG Tatham/McConnaughy, the
ad agency that he had previously
interviewed with, that called him
for a second interview and eventually hired him.
" I don't know if it was a matter
of luck because I had built up a
good portfolio," Paredes said. " I
had one internship during my junior and another during my senior
year at Columbia." Paredes admits
that he was worried about finding a
job after graduation. " I was worried
because this was the only j ob that
said 'yes' to me. So I took the job
especially because of the market.
There was a fea r that by winter there
wouldn 't be enough jobs. To be
safe I took the job," Paredes said.
Paredes believes that jobs are

See Jobs, page 2

College security hits the streets with new patrol car
By Ryan Adair

Managing/News Editor
Columbia 's security j ust became a little
tighter last week, as the Campus Safety and
Security department introduced the new campus patrol vehicle.
This marks the first time in the history of the
college that a mobile patrol unit will be used to
help ensure safety, campus-wide. According
to Jose Gallegos, director of Columbia
Security, the patrol vehicle is a 2000 Dodge
Neon and will have several uniq ue features
including dashboard mounted lights, mars
lights attached to the roof and an outside
speaker/intercom system.
Executive Vice-President, Bert Gall, recently gave the green light for the Columbia patrol
vehicle, in cooperation with SDI Security, the
college's contracted security force. Martha
Meegan, director of Campus Safety, said that
while the security here at Columbia is still
very good, the implementation of the new

patrol unit will furt her enhance the quality of
safety on and aro und the campus.
"Columbia is spreading out, so thi s is an
absolutely necessary step for college security,"
said Meegan. "Thi s will communicate to the
students, fac ulty and staff of Columbia, that
we're out there and we truly do care."
The mobile unit began making rounds for the
first time last week and is visible around the
campus from approximately 4 to II p.m.
Gallegos noted that not only will the patrol
vehicle drive to each of Colum bia 's campus
buildings, the guard on duty will also make
rounds inside each of the buildings patrolled.
He said that having such a vehicle is valuable
to the college, especially if a situation arises at
one of the buildings several blocks away. ~!"!";;:;i:~~:"""-\-------
Now with the mobile unit, security forces are 1.1
able to be there in moments.
Among the stops the patrol car will make,
include each of the alleyways that are adj acent
to nearly all of Columbia's main buildings.
Don01e Seals. Jr./Chro01cle

See Security, page 3 Columbia's new patrol vehicle cruises the campus from 4 to 11 p.m.
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Around Campus

11DF,p,~r:tment head screens film

, 1;1icl;lael ~abiger. chair of the Film and Video department.
· will screen his 56-minute film, "A Child's Journey Through
Auschwitz." as part of the Wednesday screening series. In
the film. the camera accompan1es a Chicago woman for
four days during the Holocaust Remembrance week. The
audience will learn what it feels like to have been the
youngest slave laborer in the women's camp at Auschwitz.
and what it feels like now to carry such a story through
one's life.
The screening will be on March 21 at 5:30 p.m. in
Screening Room 302. in the 1104 S. Wabash building. All
are invited to attend.

College sets spring open house
Columbia will host its spring open house for prospective
and transfer students on Saturday, March 24, from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. Faculty and advisors will be on hand to address
questions concerning academic programs, financial aid,
admissions and student services. Shuttle buses will run
throughout the day between locations along Michigan
Avenue. During the day's events, students will have the
opportunity to visit studios and classrooms, attend department presentations and special information sessions, meet
individually with student service reps., visit the residence
hall and hop on a shuttle bus to take a general tour of the
campus.

Disney Quest offers discount to
currently enrolled students
looking for a healthy diversion from class time? Then
head down to DisneyQuest, where any 10-carrying college
student can save 50 percent off the regular price of admission. DisneyQuest is five floors of interactive rides, games
and virtual distractions. Once inside, college students will
also receive 20 percent off of any food or beverage perchase at the Cheesecake Factory Express. College night
is held every Thursday until 10 p.m. DisneyQuest is on
Ohio at Rush. For more information, call (312) 222-1300.

Columbia hosts Chinese art
An exhibition of Chinese contemporary art will be featured at the "Heaven and Earth" exhibit, opening March 2£
and running through April 23. The exhibition will feature
works by noted artists Xu Jiang and Shi Hui. An openinc
reception will be held on Thursday, March 29, from 5 to 7
p.m. The artwork is on display at Columbia's Glass Curtain
Gallery, on the first floor of the 1104 S. Wabash building.
For more information, call (312) 344-6650.

Eat books for a good cause
Columbia's Center for Book and Paper Arts will host the
second international Edible Book Show and Tea. The event
will be on April 1, from 11 a .m. to 3 p .m., in the 1104 South
Wabash Ave. building. From 11 a.m. to noon, attendees
will sip tea, admire and document the books on display. At
h1gh noon, the feast will begin on all the books included in
the show.
Interested parties should RSVP by Thursday 28 at 5 p.m.
There is a $1 0 admission charge and proceeds will benefit
the Center's bindery equipment fund .

Student Academy Awards
sets application deadline
Applications for the 28th annual Student Academy
Awards competition, presented by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, are now available. Entries must
be submitted by April 2 in order to be considered for this
year's awards.
Entries may be submitted in one of four categories: alternative, animation, documentary or narrative.
Students selected as national winners will be flown to los
Angeles to participate in a week of industry-related activities and soc1al events that will culminate June 10 with the
awards presentat1on ceremony. Along with their trophies,
Gold medal w1nners in each of the four categories will
receive $5,000; Silver medal winners take home $3,000;
and Bronze medal w1nners are awarded $2,000.
Interested students may download an application from
the Academy's webs1te at www.oscars.org/saa or send
their appl1cahon request. along w1th a self-addressed,
stamped bus1ness-s1ZC enve lope to:
Academy of Mohon P1cture Arts and Sc1ences
8949 W!lsh~re Blvd
Beverly H1lls, CA 90211
Attn Student Academy Awards

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.

Brenna Mclaughlin/Chronicle

Sean R. Slive (left) and Cindy Ai ley stand amongst their artwork, "Recycled Paper," In the stairwell of the 623 S.
Wabash building. The paper pile is part of an assignment in Phil Burkman's class Installation; No alert, no injury.

1Continued from

very aggressive," says
Kristien Webster, who
graduated from Columbia
last June.
After graduation she got
a j ob at Amazon as an
assistant editor. " I was
very fortunate to meet a
teacher at Columbia who
was very helpful and a
door opener. He told me
how to prepare myself to
get a job." Webster said.
She was able to get an
internship at Amazon with
the help of a good friend of
her
professor 's
who
worked there.
Shortly
after she got the internship
she was hired as an assistant editor.
Webster believes one
way to find a job is
through people that work

in the industry. "I don't
think that anyone should
have a problem as long as
they are confident, have a
good work ethic and know
what they are after," she
said.
Natasha Egan, assistant
director of the Museum of
Contemporary Photography,
graduated in 1998 with a
Masters
in
Museum
Studies from Columbia.
She also teaches Photo I in
the Photography depar1ment.
Egan thinks that it is not
easy for students to find a
job after graduation. "The
key is doing internships,
while in school, in the
field that you are interested. Have a hands-on experience, do real projects not

just projects for study,"
she said.
She started working at
the museum in 1995, while
she was a graduate student, and began teaching
in 1997. "It is important to
find someone and say ·I
want to be that guy and
now, how am I going to
get there?'," she said. "It
took me seven years, but I
got it!"
Egan thinks that there are
various opportunities for
students to work in museums and galleries. ''Youjust
have to jump and go for it,"
she said "Find a mentor
who inspires you. Have a
big dream. It is difficult
but you have to take the
opportunitiesa;they come."

Retention
Continued from Front Page

man of a task force assembled to
study the problem, and he believes
major changes in school policy are
needed to keep rates rising.
"Historically, we placed value in
staying out of the way of students,"
Kelly said.
Most of the changes recommended
by the group focus on Columbia students' freshman year. In a recent report,
the group recommended the college
give special attention to at-risk students- those students who had low
grades in high school, suffer from

low self-esteem, or simply don't handle the transition to college welL
"One could argue that all freshmen
are at-risk," Kelly said.
By " highly recommending" that
high school graduates submit ACT
scores, the college can ensure students are placed in courses they are
academically prepared for, the
report states.
"We don't want the ACT to be a
prerequisite for coming here," Kelly
sa id. "At the same time, taking the
ACT is pan of the ritual assumed in
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preparing for college."
The report also encourages developing individualized "academic
blueprints" that respond to the needs
of each new student.
Looking back, O'Hare believes an
advisor or college official should
have questioned him about the feasibility of his plan to anend Columbia
while living two states away.
"I don't remember anyone advising me," O'Hare said. "I just
remember being pushed through
registration ."
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a lways going to be available, as long as a person
has the experience and
skill. "The important thing
is to get to know different
people while you are in
' school," he said. "Try to
I bui ld up a network of people that you know and try
to get internships."
Paredes thinks that
Columbia offers a variety
of opportunities for students that are looking for
jobs. "I used to go once a
week to the Career Center
to find out what kind of
people they are looking
for," he said. "Sometimes
I would call places just to
see what would happen."
"I was very worried if I
was going to fi nd a job
after I graduate. I'm not
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Exhibit merges math
& science with art

En garde!

ful," Papacosta sa id. "Some of them
have an edge that makes them more
presentable ."
At this time the projects in the
For those of you who dread the exhibit must be visually accessib le.
science and math requirements, a There is no way to display the
stop at "The Art of Sc ience and drama, music and dance of the
Mathematics" exhi bit in the Hokin exh ibit , something both Papacosta
and Hanson hope to change in the
may case your mind.
The exhibit, which will continue future.
Pieces range from a stai ned-glass
through Apri l 16 contains over 50
examples of the art inspired by window entitled "Light," created for
some of Columbia's most interest- llanson 's Math in Art and Nature, to
photos printed on thick brown paper
ing science classes.
" We felt that it was kind of a entitled "Method of Printi ng used in
shame that other people didn 't get to the Civ il War," for Chemistry of
see what the students were doing," Photography and include paintings,
said Ann Hanson, who teaches both sculptures, poems, ho lograms, phoCo llege Math and Math in Art and tographs and computer graphics.
" We try to use as many different
Nature. Hanson, along w ith
Pangratios Papacosta, who teaches varieties [of projects] as possible
Space Explo ratio n amo ng othe r and as many di fferent classes as
classes, are among instructors who possible. This has been one of the
require their students to complete an best years," Papacosta said.
This is the seventh year of the
art proj ect fo r class.
Hanson and Papacosta conceived exhibit and over the years, several
the idea to create an exhibit to show of the pieces have been pu rchased
off the student's work. " In our class- by both Co lumbia students as well
es we pick the best ones," Hanson as passers-by that view the work.
said. "Other faculty mem bers are
There wi ll be a reception on
encouraged to submit their best March 21 from 5 to 7 p.m. , at which
proj ects to us. We then go through time visitors can meet the artists.
all the projects and pick the best of The event is sponsored by the !laki n
Student Center and the Science and
the best."
"All of them are really wonder- Mathemat ics departments.

By Molly Moonen
Staff Writer

Patty DiebaiVChronicle

Terri Honour and Micheal Quinn choreograph a dueling routine for Stage Combat II class,
taught through the Theater department.

After undergrad degree, should master's follow?
By Sarah Schmidlin
Staff Writer
Are you in your senior year wondering about the GRE?
Have you completed an internship and discovered that
you might have been foo ling yourself about what you
really want to do? Maybe you 're about to graduate, in
love with your major and you just want to know what
your options are after graduation. Should you j ump into
a job, take a year off in Europe or pay for even more
expensive books for graduate school?
If so, Columbia has both career and academ ic counselors to service your needs. Also, members of the graduate schools are will ing to talk to curious students. The
bon om line is preny c lear: It's up to you and it all
depends on where you're headed.
"Gening a master's degree does help," said Randy
Albers, chairperson to the Creative Writing Graduate
Program. "Especially if you get one from a program with
strong training, [you] spend that much more time learning to write and speak well."
Albers says that people in humanities and arts have a
somewhat harder time getting their first job, and with less
pay. But that they tend to move up more rapidly.
"One [graduated] student started as a speech writer and
is now in charge of internal communications at a big corporation,'' Albers said. "[Advisors] love work ing with
Fiction Writing students; they're good problem solvers
and their communication skills are at a premium."
J. Dennis Rich, chairperson to the Arts, Entertainment
and Media Management graduate program says students
who arc unsure of their undergraduate degree, and the
direction it might take them should, "go out there and get
work. A master's degree isn't an excuse to avoid v,orking. You need to get experience."
Rich said he counsels students to go out and get an
application to a graduate program if they're feeling uncertain. The questions asked of students on these applications are much more complex than undergraduate applications and many students can learn from the experience
of trying to articulate their answers.
The arts and management degree, according to Rich,

"When you look at the real world
it's not necessary to have a
master's degree to direct a mm."
-Paul Hettie
is fo r students, or people who've been working in an
artistic field, who realize they want to work in management;
it's not a safety-net or a fall back option. He says, "an
actress who's realizes she's not good enough might settle for
management, we'd say, 'please find something else."'
Perhaps the most inte resting graduate program offered
at Columbia is the Interdisciplinary Arts, chaired by Jeff
Abell. "The Interdisciplinary Arts master's degree prepares students fo r what they want to do, says Abell. "The
first year is very structured and the second year the student can use the program to try and reinvent themse lf,
resulting in a wide range of options."
Graduates from this program have gone on to organize
and oversee art programs for the elderly, Chicago Public
Schools and at the Lincoln Park Zoo. "Columbia doesn't
offer a degree in archaeology," Abell said. ''But one of
our graduates runs a program at the Spertus Institute
where kids pretend to go on an archaeological dig."
The bottom line is that Columbia is of a different breed.
It doesn't process pre-law and pre-med students and send
them down a linear path toward prearranged job positions. Instead if offers students countless paths toward
finding or creating the career they're searching for. Often
times at this university, that depends on the student.
"Some fields require graduate school for employment,
particularly science. Certification or graduate schoo l is
not a prerequisite for a job in journalism," says Len
Strazewski, chairperson to the Journalism graduate program. "Students who would benefit most are those without work experience or limited internships. Clips, showing what a student has done and is capable of, are what's
important. If you have great clips you probably don't
need graduate school and will probably benefit more
from job experience."
" When you look at the real world it's not necessary to

have a master's degree to direct a film. There 's no need
for any degree," says Paul Hettie, assistant chairperson to
the graduate Film program. "Teaching is the only direction that needs graduate school. If you want to be an
independent fi lmmaker and teach, many st udents like
that don't want to be in Ho llywood."
The internship is what co unts. The experience students can accumulate thro ughout the ir undergraduate
years will prepare them for the job market, as we ll as
famil iarize them with what to expect. A master's
degree is an investment, and unless you're headed
toward teachi ng at a unive rsity, it isn' t a necessity fo r
the majority of degrees offered at Columbia.
If statistics mean anything to you, one survey of
Co lumbia graduates one year after commencement, is
full of them. According to this survey of 1998 graduates, administered through the oflice of Institutional
Research, only seven percent went on to continue their
education. Of the 62 students continuing their education, 42 percent were headed toward a master 's degree.
Information from the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
www.bls.gov, can help you assess your options in finding a career in the arts or media fields.
This Web site includes deta iled information about what ·
jobs are held by Amer icans. for example, "Visual artists
held about 308,000 jobs in 1998. Nearly six out of I 0
were self-employed. Self-employed visual art ists e ither
are graphic designe rs who freelance, alTering their services to advertising agencies, publ ishing houses, and
other businesses, or fine artists who earn income when
they sell a painting or other work of art."
At
http: //stats.bls .gov/oco/ocoiab.htm yo u can browse
through an A-Z index of jobs and read about necessary
tra ining, predictions of future employment and related
statistics.
"We have a lot of things students need to think about,"
says Bill Friedman, from Academic Advising. "So if
you're serious about graduate school stop by the office.
There are entry tests and applications to schools."
According to Friedman, it's not uncommon that students
go off to a graduate school they've never visited and end
up rea li zing they' re not where they want to be. "We try
to prepare them," he says.

Securit

Continued from Front Page
Using the dashboard lighting, security
forces will be able to spot any suspicious
people loitering in the allies or near the
entrances of the school. The speakers to
be featured on the vehicle wi ll help with
crowd control in case of a fi re drill or college evacuation.
Gallegos said the patrol unit is a valuable asset for the co llege to have, since the
summer months are approaching, which
usually means more peo ple will be on the
go.
" Sometimes a lot of homeless people
hang out around Columbia, especially in

the summer time. They may harass our
students and fac ulty," he said . "So this is
where this kind of security feature is
important."
Also if students are leaving a class late
at night, Gallegos said the security officers in the mobi le unit would be more
than will ing to act as an escort service,
and bring students to their car, in any
nearby parking lot. " We' re still wo rking
on finding out what large classes are held
at night, to get the idea of the flow of students and where they're coming from," he
said.

" I thin k it's great," sa id Ron Dorsey, a
19-year veteran of Columbia's security
force, who w ill now be the patro lling officer in the mobile unit. " We always needed it [the car], and now people will know
I'm out here."
The sight of the patro l vehicle is news to
most Columbia students who didn 't know
the coll ege obtained such a unit.
However, many agree that this new addition to campus safe ty will only benefit
Columbia's atmosphere.
"Everyone who has a class at night has
to walk to the train or public transpona-

tion. Now if something happens, they can
fl ag down the car," said Li sa Meehan, a
21 -year-old photography maj or, who o nly
takes night classes. " I don't see a lot of
police in the area at night, or even security in the bui ld ings. This is now an added
sense of security," she said.
Erica Boreczk i, a 22-year-old graphic
design major, said that she 's never felt
unsafe walking in the vicinity of
Columbia, but agrees that having add itional safety precautions is beneficia l.
" Having extra security is always a good
idea," she said.
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Hillary Kalish Scholarship

Herfuann Conaway Scholarship

David Rubin Trustees' Scholarship

$2500 maximum award per academic year
($1250 awarded Fall. 2001 and $1250
awarded Spring, 2002). This scholarship
helps medically and financially challenged students complete an undergraduate degree.
(Part-time students are eligible to apply.)

$2000 for one academic year ($1000
awarded in Fall, 2001 and $,1000 awarded
in Spring, 2002). This scholarship is for
full-time outstanding students who have
demonstrated leadership ability on
Columbia's Campus or beyond.

Deadline: April 1, 2001

Deadline: April 2, 2001.

$2000.00 for one academic year ($1000.00
awarded Fall, 2001 and $1000.00 awarded in
Spring, 2002). This scholarship is for fu ll-time
outstanding students to defray tuition costs.
Scholarship awards are based on academic
achievement and demonstration of financial
need.

Deadline: April 2, 2001.

Applications are available at:

Financial Aid Office.
600 S. Mfchlgilrl, ROI)IYI 303
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Boo Hoo: Southern Illinois U. To Close Campus For Halloween
By Matthew McGuire
Tribune Media Services
Normality was supposed to
return to Southern Illinois
University's Halloween celebration last October. That
assumption was short-lived,
however, after police arrested
dozens of revelers who rioted
against police, broke storefront windows and started

tires in the streets.
In the wake of last
October's debacle, SIU president James Walker recently
signed a measure in March to
close the campus for the week
surrounding the upcoming
Halloween holiday, said university spokeswoman Sue
Davis.
Last Halloween was the first
time the campus remained
open during the holiday since
the university instituted a fall

break over the Halloween
weekend in 1995 fo llowing
similar disturbances on campus.
This past year, crowds
between I ,500 and 2,000
gathered each night in the
downtown strip, about threequarters of a block long with
storefronts on either s ide of
the street.
Revelers broke at least four
store windows and pulled
down several business signs

Loyola to cut Classics study program
CHICAGO
(AP}--Loyola
University of Chicago administrators have made preliminary
plans to eliminate the school's
classical studies department, the
latest move in an ongoing effort
to address the school's troubled
budget.
Larry Braskamp, Loyola's
senior vice president for academic affairs, said abolishing
the classics department is aimed
at helping the Jesuit school
"focus on excellence and on students being engaged andconnected to the city."
The recommendation, one of
hundreds of proposals stemming from a year-long review
process, drew angry comments
Wednesday from faculty and
graduate students.
·:we're not M.I.T., we're a
Jesuit Catholic university, and it
seems strange to me that we're

cutting the classics, which have
always been at the heart of a
Jesuit education," said Paul Jay,
a Loyola professor of English.
Tom Strunk, one of eight
Ph.D. candidates in the classics
department, said he might have
to transfer to another university
to complete his degree.
"My whole furure's in doubt,"
said Strunk, 28. "It doesn't look
good to get your Ph.D. from a
program that no longer exists."
Classical studies, centered on
the study of Greek, Latin, and
the civilizations of Greece and
Rome, have been taught at
Loyola since the school was
founded in 1870.
Only 17 undergraduates at the
16,000-student university are
now majoring in classics. The
department has six tenured professors, two non-tenured faculty
members and five part-time

instructors.
Classics department fuculty said
they were informed ofthe changes
Tuesday and were told that they
would be scattered to other departments where the classes they teach
would be offered
Braskamp has said plans also
call for the elimination of the
master's program in Catholic
studies and a master's program
in psychology, as well as cutting
back on doctoral programs in a
number of other fields. He said
he expects a final decision about
the changes to be made in May.
But James Keenan, a professor of classics, said he had little
doubt what
the outcome would be.
"I feel rage and grief, and a
sense of frustration, that they've
already made their decision
without consulting with us,"
Keenan said.

Harvard presidential search comes to an end
Tribune Media Services
Ending a search that
spanned the course of nine
months, Harvard University
announced this weekend that
former United States Secretary
of the Treasury Lawrence H.
Summers would assume the
role as the University's 27th
president, effective July I.
A former graduate of and
professor at the University,
Summers, 46, will succeed
Neil Rudenstine, who wi ll
step down in June after I 0
years of service.
" I am honored by the opportunity to return to Harvard, at
such an excit ing time in the

life of the University," Summers
said at the announcement.
"Harvard has long aspired to
set a standard for education
and scholarship of the highest
quality, and there is no pursuit
more important for individuals or for society. For now, I
consider it a privilege to start
the third phase of my Harvard
education." Robert G Stone,
Jr., chairman of the presidential search committee, called
Summers "a person of
extraordinary academic di stinct ion and leadership abilities, rooted in deep experience both within the university and in public serv ice."
"We are confide nt that he
will guide Harvard into the

future with wisdom and vitality," Stone said.
A 1975 graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Summers received
his Ph. D. !Tom Harvard in
1982. lie returned to the
University the following year
as a professor of economics,
the youngest tenured professor in the history of the
University at 28.
Summer worked under the
Secretary of the Treasury
from 1993 until July 1999,
when he succeeded thenSecretary Robert E. Rubin.
He held the post until January
of this year Rudenstine called
Summers "a superb choice to
lead Harvard."

ACLU Cries Foul Over U. Of Illinois President's Letter
By Matthew McGuire
Tribune Media Services
University of Illinois
Chancellor Michael Aiken thinks
NCAA rules prevent faculty,
staff and students from dissuading potential student ath letes
!Tom attending the university
because of the school's controversial American-Indian mascot.
The ACLU doesn't Five
days after Aiken sent a university-wide e-mai l staling,
"the NCAA regulates the timing, nature and frequenc;y of
contacts between any university employee and prospective

athletes," the Illinois office of
the ACLU sent Aiken a letter
demanding he rescind his March
2 message. Aiken declined.
" We do not believe that the
NCAA rules require preclearance of all expression between
all faculty, students and staff as
your message implies," wrote
Harvey Grossman, the ACLU 's
legal director in Illinois.
Even if the NCAA had such
rules, "the adoption of rules
of a private organization or
the delegation of rule making
to a private organization cannot excuse a rule's unconstitutionality," Grossman wrote.
Aiken initially sent the e-mail

after a gro up of professors,
led by Uof I biology professor
Stephen Kaufi'nan, threatened
to approach prospective student
athletes and dissuade them
!Tom attending the university
because of the school 's use of
Chief llliniwek, the school's
Native American mascot.
"We believe it is appropriate
to make students aware of what
will be representing them as
athletes at UIUC and what, in
tum, they will be representing,"
Kaufi'nan said in response to
Aiken's university-wide email. "They should know that
by their participation, they will
be degrading another race."

by cl imbing telephone poles
to reach them, though most of
the arrests were alcohol related.
The university is fo llowing
the lead of the c ity of
Carbondale, which instituted
an ordinance in November
that closes bars and restaurants near the campus for the
Halloween weekend, said city
attorney Paige Reed.
This was also the first year
since 1994 that the city

allowed bars and restaurants
to remain open surrounding
the holiday.
While the university has
planned the weeklong break
only for the upcoming year,
the city's ordinance closing
bars and restaurants wi ll be in
place indefinitely.The university is still trying how to balance its academic calendar
since it typically also allows a
weeklong holiday during
Thanksgiving, Davis said.

Indiana Univ. student
dies after 'keg stand'
By Matthew McGuire
Tribune Media Services
Indiana Un ivers ity police
said the head trauma that
killed a freshman came
from hitting his head
against a metal doorframe
following a "keg stand"
party stunt.
Head trauma has always
been ruled as the cause of
death of freshman Seth
Korona, though it wasn' t
until police re leased their
findings that it became clear
exactly how he injured his
head.
" We have not found any
evidence that would lead us
to believe fou l play was
involved in this case," said
Lt. Jerry Minger. Both campus police and the county
prosecutor have said they
will not pursue any criminal
prosecution in the case.
Korona attended a rush
party at the Theta Chi fraternity house Jan. 27 and
performed the "keg stand"
between 3 and 3:30 a.m.

early the next morning, witnesses told police. A "keg
stand" is a handstand supported on the rims of the
beer keg while the participant drinks with the tap in
his or her mouth.
Soon after completing the
stand, he struck his head on
the meta l doorframe and bit
his lip. Korona declined the
suggestion of partygoers
that they call an ambulance
and instead he asked to lie
down, witnesses said.
He lied down in a bed at
the fraterni ty house until
fraternity members brought
"him ·back to his donn room
the following morning.
After a day in bed, Korona's
roommates called an ambulance when it became clear
he was sufferi ng from more
than a hangover.
Korona died Feb. 4 from
head trauma at Bloomington
Hospitai.Following the death,
the Theta Chi national fraternity revoked the IU chapter's
charter for serving alcohol at
a party against the national
organization's policy.

Indiana professor banned
from South Bend campus
Tribune Media Services
An Indiana Uni versitySouth Bend professor was
banned from campus after
allegations surfaced that he
retaliated against a student
who ti led a complaint about
the professor's classroom
behavior
. Prof. II. Daniel Cohen, a
63-year-old physics professor, was suspended indefinitely with pay Tuesday,
March 13, whi le the university investigates the student's claim.
" We will conduct a
prompt and thorough investigation into this matter and
take whatever action is
appropriate," Chancellor
Kenneth Perrin said in a
statement. "Any mistreatment or disrespect of students, staff or faculty is
inexcusable, reprehensible
and won't be tolerated."
Cohen told the Associated
Press that he's never retali-

ated against anyone and
alleges that Perrin violated
university procedure in suspending him.
"He can only do this
emergency action if I am a
clear danger to myself and
others," Cohen told the AP.
Despite his ban from the
!USB campus, Cohen said
he is considering showing
up to teach his next physics
class Thursday, March 15 .
Cohen was the former
chancellor of IUSB but was
forced to step down in 1995
after sexual harassment
allegations. In 1998 he was
forced to pay $50,000 in a
civil lawsuit by a univers ity
employee who claimed he
physically harassed her.
As if the recent allegations
against Cohen weren't stirring up enough trouble, he
wrote that "almost all the
women who claim to have
been sexually harassed are
physically ugly" in a column that appeared last
week in last Thursday's
South Bend Tribune.
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Log on to the
Columbia Chronicle website at
www.columbiachronicle.com to enter.

First Prize

$100 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Second Prize

$50 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Third Prize

$25 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Contest deadline is Saturday, March 24
at midnight, so enter today.
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LO• Minn./St. Paul
• Myrtle Beach
• Kansas City
• Buffalo/Niagara

lO:

• New Orleans
• New York
••

from
from
from
from

$45
$69
$70
$79

www. flyv anguard.com
Open 24 Hours a Day

•
•
•
•

$99'
from $99
Pittsburgh
from $99
Atlanta
from $1 0 9
Dallas/Ft. Worth from $1 0 9
from $1 0'9
Los Angeles
Denver
from $1 2 9
from

..

• RESTRICTIONS APPLY. PRICES
$2.75 PER SEGMENT FET. ADVANCE PUR·
CHASE RESTRICTIONS APPLY FARES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE . BLACKOUT DATES
APPLY. SEATS ARE LIMITED AND MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ON ALL FLIGHTS. PRICES
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND DO NOT INCLUDE PFC'S OF UP TO $12 ROUND·
TRIP, OR A FUEL SURCHARGE OF $10 EACH WAY, WHERE APPLICABLE. MORE CIA·
CUITOUS ROUTINGS WILL REQU IRE ADDITIONAL PER SEGMENT CHARGES.
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Spend the summer
changing a chlld"s
perspective of the

.........

AS AN EGG DONOR
WE CAN COtvtPENSATE YOU.
BUT NEVCR. REPAY Y OU.
Earn $5000 compcnsotion . And a
couple's undy•ng grat1tude. D rawing
on my experience as a former egg
donor, we are uniquely yuali fied t o

•

Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi this summer.
Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical aspects
of radio and video production. Chi's professional studios are
set in a fun, camp environment that inspires creative work.

offer yoll a leve l of profess•on a lism,
understi)nding a nd respect beyond
other serv•ces MClke a donation .
Make a J;fc . Make a dofference.

~ CEIVfABIUTI ES
Call us at 773·8 68·3 971 Or v

Now hiring:

N ,"tnot I ~V•'Iet

Fuvnde•. Egg Ooooo

s·~ u~

online lilt www.conc e iveabllit les .com .

Radio Specialist: Direct Camp Chi's
private FM radio station WCHI 98.7.
Produce campers' live broadcasts,
coordinate remote reporting, manage
programming, train on-air talent,
supervise script writing and more.

ADVERTISE IN THE

COLUMBIA CHRONIUE

Video Specialist: Produce and edit
camper videos. Train campers in
camera operation, ed iting, sound,
storyboarding, lighting, production
and special effects.
To apply on-line, visit us at www.campchi.com
or call 847.272.2301 to request an application.

Columbia College Chicago

m .ColumbiaChronicle.com

AND REACH THOUSANDS OF
COLLEGE STUDENTS

C4~ P

Camp Chi is the co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago C H I
located in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp ru ns from Mid-june-Mid-August.

..A-ok.

CALL 312·344·1432

.;v.>o "'-1- -p.;id ;..,d~-p~..,d~..,-1- -:.-1-.,.dy -po-:.-:.iv.>ili-l-i~-:. 1

Great salarv • cool people • Unbeatable experience

FOR OUR MEDIA GUIDE

MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

OPEN :

MON DAY - SATURDAY N OON - 7 PM

312-939-5633

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4

226 South Wabash Avenue
( ~hicago, IL 60605

224 Sout h W abash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

]{J'.Yr, Discount wi th A valid college Jl)

312-939-5685
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HARD this Spring Break ...
... AND PAR-r'/ -roo!

Eve v skie.:A. i't Colov"'.:A.o?
This is the year to do it! We've had an unbelievable snow season and offer more than 10,818 acres of terrain on one lift ticket.
That's right-four resorts on one ticket: Vail, Beaver Creek•, Breckenridge and Keystone• PLUS, we've put together some really affordable packages...

~Vail

• f-a=.~.

\ll BRECKENRIDGE

$102 Per Person/Per Night

$112 Per Person/Per Night

$111 Per Person/Per Night

$87 Per Person/Per Night

Includes Wdging and lift tickets.

Includes lodging and lift tickets.

Includes lodging and lift tickets.

Offer available March 23-April I, 2001.

Offe r available now-April 15, 2001.

Offer available now-March 3 1, 2001.

Includes lodging. lift tickets am/ two FREE
Mountain Passports--access passes

No minimum night stay required. Based on
double occupancy. Offers are subject to
availability; other restrictions may apply.

Offer is based on quad occupancy in a
2 bedroom condominium. Midweek only.
Sunday-\Vednesday. Offers are subject to
ava.ilability: other restrictions may apply.

Based on double occupancy. Midweek only.

For other special lodging offers,
visit the Cool Deals section of

www.beavercreek.com.

to exciting activit ie.f!

avd.ilability; other restrictions may apply.

Based upon hotel stay/double oc.-cupancy.
Offer available through March 31, 2001.

For other special lodging offers ,
visit the Cool Deals section of

Bast-d on availability/inventory. Not vaJid for group
or conference stctys. Other restrictions may apply.

www.breckenrldge.com.

For other special lodging offers.
visit the Cool Deals section of

Sunday-Thursday. Offers ue subject to

For other special lodging offers,
visit the Cool Deals section of

www.vail.com.

. . KEYSTONE'

I) SKI RESORT

www.keystoneresort .com.

(oiN\e ski i't Colovc:>\.:A.O. We've

~or

yol.\v t-icket- t-o ski, vi.:A.e "'".:A. p"'vt-y!!

1·888·286·6138
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T h e Annua l

WIEJI§MIAN
ScholarShips
Applications are now av<Ji la b le for
this unique s c hola rst1ip p rogram.
Sch o larship w inne rs receiv e :
• G r a nts
up to s:-J.ooo lo hdp cor nplt'!t< ~ projcx :ts ir 1
a ll liel<ls Ol tile c1rtS <tnd

c omntt JJ tic wio n s

• Opp o rtu nities
to work wi th 1<:<-lding prot()ssionnls in
C llicago·s cornrnunicat io n s in cJ u..:; t r~:

•

~pri n g
in

111~

S h owcase

H o kin

<_;~1 llcr :-'

Learn more ancl pick up an application by visiting:

The Stude nt Life ()ffice
623 S_ Wabash - Suite 3 01
3 12.344.7459

or the
I- lokin St u dent Cente r
623 S. W abCJsh - 1S t F loor

Applic ation D e adline :
April 9, 2001
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COMMENTARY
Getting anal about retention
By Angela Timmons
Staff Writer
There's an island where to survive, you
have to form alliances, overcome frequent
obstacles, work hard, and probably say a
prayer or two. You won't see it on the latest reality-based television show. It's an
island called Columbia College, and leaving it with a degree in hand is quite a challenge, according to the latest retention and
graduation
statistics
released
by
Co lumbia's Office of Institutional
Research and Planning.
Let's take a brief look at their numbers.
Nearly hal f of all full-time freshmen entering Columbia do not come back for their
sophomore years. Fast forward to their
fourth year and only 13 percent of that
original group of freshman will have
snagged their degrees. After six years, the
number of graduates has creeped up to 22
percent. (Grab your pencils Vegas odds
makers, close to four out of every five
entering freshman do not graduate from
Columbia within six years.)
Transfer students aren't in the clear
either. Only half of them graduate after six
years, even after entering the college with
credits earned elsewhere.
And Columbia certainly isn't ignoring
the problem. The college seems to be
earnestly working to bring these figures
up--way up--since to say the retention
rates pale in comparison to national statis-

tics would be a bit of an understatement.
According to research released by ACT,
Inc., for the years 1991 -95, the graduation
rate for four-year colleges within five
years has ranged from 54.4 percent in
1991 and slightly dipped to 54 percent in
1995. Contrast that with Columbia's statistics, and here we have a 21-percent graduation rate after five years for classes entering between 1991-95.
So what gives?

The archives of the
Chronicle are brimming
with stories on retention
efforts undertaken by
the college.
The archives of the Chronicle are brimming with stories on retention efforts
undertaken by the college in recent years.
Last year Columbia was awarded a
$500,000 federal grant to be used for a
host of programs to help new students
become acclimated to Columbia, and to
establish a student development office
among other projects. Columbia has
redoubled its efforts to help students get
through their basic courses, and they're
trying to pay closer attention to students'
needs that transcend academics.

And this is working for some groups. Well
sort of. Retention and graduation rates for
freshmen are slowly inching their way up,
but transfer graduation rates are slipping.
Again, what gives?
With all due respect to the folks here who
are working hard to get these numbers up,
no one really seems to be addressing what
is probably the biggest factor, for most
students stay ing here, and that's the
money, plain and simple. Convocations
are nice, (hey, who doesn't like a party?)
but when students can head a couple of
miles west on Harrison Street and pay
tuition at UIC that is less than half of what
we pay here, or even leave to finish general education classes cheaply at a city college, Columbia's retention and graduation
rates are not all that surprising.
Yes, for a private school, tuition here is
comparatively low. But that's probably not
much consolation for students who are
struggling to make their bursar payments.
As a transfer student who benefited from
Columbia's open admissions policy, I didn't-uh-flourish at a traditional state university with its frequent fraternity keg parties
and tree-lined quad where we all could
work on our tans. I understand that we' re
paying for something different here, not
the least of which is a diverse and creative
atmosphere where we are preparing for
our careers.
Pay close attention to these retention and
graduation statistics. As students continue
to slip away, this diversity will suffer.

Letters to
the Editor
In Defense ofNerds
Just a little note for you. Make sure
you read it all.
Please tell me that the article on nerds
and cell phones ["Nerd alert," March 12]
is a joke. Nerds are "the most unsuccessful people on the planet?" Have you ever
heard of this guy Bill Gates? He has
more money (and brains) than Chris
Roach will ever have. People, like the
author of"Nerd Alert," are the reason
that history repeats itself. The event I am
referring to (for those of you who may
have forgotten or knew) is the Holocaust.
Discrimination is a powerful thing. It
was a nice touch putting "Nerd Alert"
right next to an article about school
shootings and outcasts. If egotistical bigots (like the author) are the only people
who should be allowed to carry cell
phones I will gladly throw mine away.
(A note to the author: From the photos
I have seen of you there is no reason for
you to carry a cell phone to break up
with women. There just can't be that
many that would go out with you in the
first place. Oh yeah, and if you pride
yourself on being trendy you really are a
moron. The last time I checked being
trendy [the modern, working definition]
was a bad thing and being a trendsetter
was the aspiration.)
Stephanie Bamm
Grace College and Seminary
Winona Lake, Ind.
I can just picture the last Chronicle
staff meeting. All these students sitting
around a table, discussing the latest issue.
Couch brings up the new baseball team.
Snyder is thinking of reviewing " 15
Minutes" ... and the staff is stumped for
more news. Twenty minutes pass.
Everyone is bored. And Chris Roach
speaks up.
"Hey guys, how about an article about
how much I hate nerds on cell phones?"
A resounding chorus breaks out from
the staff: "Chris! That's genius! Why didn't we think of that before? Call Pulitzer!
Start the presses!"
Is that about how it happened guys? I
can't even fathom one reason why anyone would print an article which parades
Roach's arrogance, impatience, rudeness,
and inability to tolerate an everyday
·
occurrence.
I've been sitting at my keyboard for the
last half hour trying to think of what to
write. Every time I think about this I just
get more and more angry. I'm trying to
be polite, but it's so hard to be nice about
something so foolish.
As if the coverage of Dale Earnhardt's
death wasn't di srespectful enough. I can't
quote it, but to paraphrase, it said something like he wasn' t worth the sweat off
of Andretti's brow.
Roach's useless rant about "nerds using
cell phones" is simply ridiculous. Why
do you guys print things that are not
worth the cheap recycled paper and ink
used to publish it? For those of you who
were spared from reading the conde-
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See letters, page 11

Corrections &
Clarifications
In the Mnrch 12 issue, n photo on page

3, under the head line "Aiumnn nnmcd to
Newsweek's Women of 2 1st Century," wns

credited to Putty Diebnll. The photo wns
tnken by Jaime McNee. The ClrmuidtJ
regrets the mistake.
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Commentary

The
truth
hurts

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
Amber Holst
Editor-in-Chief
Ryan Adair
Managing,! News Editor

I believe Jack Nicholson in "A Few
Good Men" said it best: "You can't handle the truth!" Although he was not
speaking to the nerds of Columbia, I use
his words to address them. I have every
right as a journalist to express my
blessed opinion in the commentary section of the Chronicle ("Nerd alert,"
March 12].
Last week, I exercised that right and
voiced my opinion on cell phones. Of
course, my words were misinterpreted
and every Dr. Who- loving dork on camp~ sent me hate mail. Well , first off, my
ptece was a commentary on cell phones
and my concerns about them. Leave it
to a nerd to think the whole damn world
revolves around him. Secondly, I think
the reason I got so many letters is
because, baby,
the truth hurts!
I used nerds as
the platform for
my brilliant commentary on cell
phones and their
impact on 21stcentury culture.
But I think I dug
deep on some
issues about
Chris Roach
nerds themAssistant
selves.
My piece was
A&E Editor
compared to the
Holocaust. People
told me that it was "people like me who
are responsible for school shootings." I
got news for you, everyone who shot up
those different schools were nerds. I do
not see how someone like me could be
blamed. It sounds like people like me
knew these shooters were complete
freaks from the beginning, and if anyone would have listened to us, they
could have been ousted long before any
tragedy. In fact, it is people like me who
are the true protectors of not only
schools, not only sociery, but the universe itself.
Nerds, I am sorry, but we all have our
place in this world. My place happens to
be in the land of beer and honeys, while
yours is in your mother's basement
watching "X-Men" on video for the
79th time. Your accusations against me
only reinforce my point of your insecurities and uselessness.
You can hide behind your computer
screens and send me all the hate mail
you want. Just don't expect a reply,
because I got better things to do than
check my email all day. In fact, the only
reply I like to give is in person, because
Chris Roach is a man of action. So why
don't all you nerds who have a problem
with me use your Carmen Sandiego
compasses and find the Chronicle office.
When you get here, look for the guy
on the cell phone and bring it on!

Matt Richmond
Commentary Editor
Rob Barto
A& EEditor
Graham Couch
Sports Editor
Brenna Mclaughlin
Donnie Seals, Jr.
Photography Editors
Neil Buethe
Vince Kong
Chris RoaCh
Assistant Editors

Letters

Joe Giuliani
Tom Snyder
Contributing Editors

Continued from Previous Page
scending, arrogant article, it basically said
that there are a lot of nerds around Columbia
who talk on cell phones that they buy with
their comic-book-store money. Roach is sick
of looking at these worthless kids, and, he
says, no one wants to speak to them anyway,
let alone on a cell phone.
Can you possibly print something more
offensive, deconstructive, disrespectful or
meaningless? Yeah, it's real hard to simply
avert your eyes if something annoys you. I
mean I SORT OF know how he fee ls,
because I read his article and I had to deal
with that, so I got a taste of the torture he
feels from looking at "nerds on cell phones."
If you're going to write columns about
cell phones, at least complain about how
disruptive and rude people are with them in
restaurants, movies, the el, etc. Who cares
about "nerds" using them? Is that the biggest
problem with cell phones, that everyone can
buy them? Oh no!
It 's hateful thi ngs like Roach's article that
make teenagers shoot up their schools. I'm
so sick of people blatantly disrespecting
each other for no reason. Why subject us to
this? Roach's article is certainly not newsworthy. I'm sure at such a diverse place like
Columbia there are actually some important
and interesting things going on. Go report
on those.
Next time I see one of Roach's "nerds" on
a cell phone I'm going to give the nerd
Roach's phone number so they can call him.
Zach Baliva
Sophomore/Film

Against the ISS
Many students may have noticed a large
number of flyers and posters around campus
from an organi zation calling itself the
" International Socialist Society." While I
certainly support active political involvement and free speech, I find most of their
"notices" to be litt le more than hate-filled

rhetoric and derisive attacks that I would
urge my fellow Columbia students to take
with a grain of salt.
Take, for instance, their earl ier call to
counter-protest the Ku Klux Klan. Instead of
seeking peaceful means by which to speak
out against the Klan's hate, they sought to
magnify the problem by trying to forcibly
stop the march. But more disturbing was the
fact that they did absolutely NOTI IING to
speak out against recent revelations that a
U.S. Senator-Robert Byrd-was a former
member of the Klan and used the so-called
" -word" in public mere weeks ago.
This society claims to be for stopping the
"racist" death penalty and the "racist" war
on drugs. In both cases, the majority of individuals who fall victim to these are white.
True, a larger-than-usual plurality of the victims is minorities. However, if that was really their main "concern," then they'd be trying to limit abortions instead of"fighting" to
uphold a woman's right "to choose" abortion
on demand. African-Americans make up 14
percent of this state's population-yet they
make up over one-third of all abortions in
Illinois. Over 60 percent of Americans
believe abortion should be rare and NOT
carried out on demand. This is a tragedy.
Lastly, please note that this coalition bills
Bush as evil incarnate, yet they fail to point
out that their own Republican governor,
George Ryan, carries out most of the "agenda" they want (working with socialists like
Fidel Castro, upholding taxpayer-funded
abortion, ending the death penalty). Subsequently, his approval rating has plummeted into the low 30s because of it. If George
Bush follows the lead of the Governor of
lllinois, no doubt his popularity would
plummet too. For all the International Socialist Society's talk of"stolen elections," it
is their group that is out of touch with the
"will of the people."
Bill Leubscher
J unior/Film
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"A GEM. 'Too Much Sleep' is
so good if made me wish I had kept
the phrase 'REMARKABLY ASSURED
DEBUT FEATURE' just for it."
· Amy Taubln, VILLAGE VOICE

shooting gallerv..

film series
&

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST
TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

Stop by the Chronicle Office
(Room 205, Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (good for two)

to a special advance screening of

at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema

on Tuesday, March 20th.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
A girl, a gun, a bus and a bad case of narcolepsy.
A suburban folk story.
A Shooltng Gall•ry Release OPEN CITY fiLMS and ANGELIKA ENTERTAINMENT present a film by DAVID MAOUILING TOO MUCH SLEEP
MARC PALMIERI PASQUALE GAETA NICOL ZANZARELLA production manager DAVE PATERSON line producer JEff MORRIS
sound deSign by DAVE ELLINWOOD muSic by MITCHELL TOOMEY songs by MURRAY LIGHTBURN edited by JIM VILLONE cinematography
by ROBERT MOWEN associate producers JOAN MAOUILING JIM VILLONE executive producers ANGELIKA SALEH BARNEY OLDf iELD
oo-produced by MICHELE MEDINA DAVID MAOUILING produced by JASON KLIOT and JOANA VICENTE
wrrtten and directed by DAVID MAOUILING (C) 200 t TOO MUCH SLEEP JOINT VENTURE
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Pas ses are available while supplies last
on a first-come , first-served bas is.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary.

Employees of all promotional partners
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INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO SEE

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 2os. Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (goo.d lor two) to see SAY IT ISN'T SO at the 900 N. Michigan Cinemas on Thursday, March 22nd.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.
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Stop by the Chronicle OHice (Room 205, Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (good for two) to a special advance screening of

heartBREAKeRS
at the Pipers Alley Theater on Tuesday, March 20th.
Pone• ore available while •upplies lo•l on a lirst<omo, first·served basis. One pass por person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.
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By Prema Chandrathll

Staff Writer
When you think of Voodoo the first thing
that probably pops into your head are
. homemade dolls with pins and other
pa!nful objects running through them.
These ideas of witchcraft and spells are far
from the truth. And the truth can be
explained to you at the Intuit Theater.
On March 9, the theater opened their
doors and inside were highly decorative
flags full of bright-colored sequences,
Barbie and her fri ends adorned with beads,
paint, tile, and some unknown, sticky pink
substance on their faces, colorful crosses
with horns, skulls, and dolls' heads stuck
on, and last but not least, animals and baby
dolls stuck inside bottles.
"It's fun, bright, and spooky. You don't
know what the stuff is made of, and it adds
to the mystery of it," said Sarah Martin, a
graduate student at the School of the Art
Institute.
The place was jam-packed with students,
art lovers, Voodoo priests and a member
from the Consulate of Haiti. In the background the sound of drums being beaten
excited the crowd. And about halfway
through the opening the Voodoo priest was
introduced to perform the altar dedication.
Dr. Max Beau voir, Voodoo priest and healer, along with a member of the Hatian
Consulate Clause! Rosembert (who officially opened the show), and many others,
joined in the song of prayer. Soon a majority of the crowd created a line and began to
dance around the gallery blessing the
exhibit.
The altar dedication is a ceremony, "a
way to invite the spirits of our ancestors
from our community to join us and give us
power here," Beauvoir said.
The exhibit featured nearly 400 works
and over 40 Voodoo artists currently working in Haiti, said Marilyn Houlberg, cura-

tor and professor at the School of the Art
Institute. Two flag makers shown are especially interesting, Myrland Constant and
Am ina Simeon.
These females are owners of their own
flag-making workshop in Haiti, in what is
usually considered the domain of male
artists. One flag by Constant stands over
five feet long and shows people taking part
in Voodoo ceremonies. The forest scene is

created by the use of richly colored beads
and sequins. The other female flag-maker,
Simeon, recently passed away, but her
work is full of life. Each flag is a kale idoscope of color.
The pieces and objects shown are from
the collections of Le Musse d' Art Haitien
and a number of private collections. The
sacred bottles, musical instruments, flags
and pots are "spiritual and functional art,
making objects in pursuit of their re ligion," said Jeff Cory. And it's these
objects that got the most attention.
Most people are not used to seeing crosses with horns or dolls' heads placed on top
of them; it's a jolt, but this is art and it's a
part of the Voodoo religion. Seeing snakes
curled up around the cross only forces you
to learn more about this blended religi on in
hopes that you might begin to understand.
Voodoo, the dominant religion of the
Haitian people, evolved gradually over
I 00 years and was created from the interaction between African and Western religions. Enslaved Africans "invented and
drew from everywhere to create a spiritual
belief system that would meet the beliefs
and help heal and build a healthy community that's in balance," said Tim Martin, a
teac her at Columbia, "Voodoo exists
because they needed a way to convert
slaves to Christianity." Voodoo dolls exist
only to right wrongs.
"So you think I did you wrong, and you
write the problems on the Voodoo doll.
Now if you did something bad, the zombie
will come and do justice to you and the
conflict will be resolved. If nothing bad
happens, then I must be mistaken about the
problems in the first place," Martin said.
Now remember, this is only supposed to
work when someone docs something
wrong, not because they pissed you otT.
The l laitian-Creolc word "Voodoo,"

which means "sacred," was borrowed
from the Fon language of West Africa.
"It's important to give a voice to artists
who are trying to go beyond the traditional artifacts," Martin said.
Many pieces displayed are of recognizable cultural and historical figures including Napoleon, Baby Jesus, the Virgin
Mary, Barbie dolls, Cabbage Patch Kids
and the three Wise Men. Some were made
out of wood, some were made with beads
and paint, and some were made from
undistinguishable homemade mixes, but
all were highly decorated. "It's fascinating
- so many beautiful things-and it
amazes me that they are able to come up
with these pieces out of everyday objects,"
Martin said.
Some of the onlookers spoke about how
all these familiar objects placed in unfamiliar ways just added to the mysterious
attraction of the Voodoo religion. Others
mentioned how everything created came
from current-day bel iefs and practices.
"This exhibit will help show the true side
of the Voodoo religion, and for what it
really is," Rosembert said.
The music ians of the night were Frank
Desir and Matisou Lejba, both of whom
were born and raised in llaiti and have
been playing for over 25 years. They play
"Voodoo, Congo and Dui-mai music,"
Lejba said.
"You have to go deep into the countryside to find this spec ial music," said Desir.
"You must understand the people and their
music. When I play, I can watch mysel r
and travel to another place."
Other artists featured are Roland
Rockvile, Marie Cassis and George
Valvris just to name a few. For those of
you who arc interested in "Vodou," the
show will run through May 26 and is free
from noon to 5 p.m.
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wi
bands. Size,

Die,

Suv are on keys and beats,
Onallee sings soul · hannonies and
Dynamite rhymes in time with the hyper-

kinetic breakbeats. Also touring with the
band is bassist Si John and a live drummer.
It's difficult to pigeonhole their sound
into one ofdrum 'n bass' many sub-genres
like jump-up, hard-step, or intelligent
They have more of a musical history, and
as Krust said, they draw from "the funk,
the
the rave, the techno, the old-

71/f RtMCIIIArl...
By Chris Roach
Assistant A&E Editor
The prodigal son has returned.
No, not Jesus- Shane McMahon!
He came back with a vengeance last
Monday night on Raw, kicking the
crap out of his Dad, Vince.
Vince was running his mouth
again about that damn Trish and
how he was going to perform a "sex
scene" with her on TV so his poor
wife Linda cou ld watch. Shane
stated on 'Smackdown' that his
father's actions have disgusted him.
You're not the only one, Shane. Thank
you for doing what all of us have been
itching to do for weeks now. I just
hope Shane can oflicially get his
hands on Vin nie Mac in the ring.
And what better place than
• WrcstleMania?'
Speaking of ' WrestleMania,'
Chyna wi ll make her wrestling
return when she challenges Ivory
for the Women's Championship .
Chyna, this is me talking now. I am
begging you: do not get back in the
ring. Sure, I do think you could
easi ly squash Ivory like a little
roach (no pun intended folk s), but it
is just that your neck is so vu lnerable right now. Remember what happened at the ' Royal Rumble?'
(Chyna was nearly paralyzed when
she suffered whiplash to her neck).
You could •;u ffcr a much worse Iitle on

April I st. Chyna, yo u have a wonderful acting
career ahead of you. Your book has done wonderfully. ·You have so many options and career
choices. Why would you step back in the
ring? Because of that damn Right to Censor,
that is why. Chyna, you are a brave
woman. You know the RTC must be
stopped. If I had the amount of courage
you had Chyna, I'd be ready to take on
the World. You eliminating Right to
Censor wi II be a good start.
Switching gears now, let us talk about
the newly formed alliance between
Albert, Justin Credible and X-Pac.
Only one word can describe this trio,
and that word is Wow. It is like a new
Degeneration X, only stronger and
balder. Chances are you cannot even
imagine the power this trio has, and
chances are even better that the WWF will
not be able to fathom the impact these
three will make. I see the former 1-2-3
Kid , Prince Albert and A ldo Montoya
having their most successful year in
200 I. That is not just a prediction;
it's a promise baby!
Oh, and s peaking of promises, I
a lso promise that the new Light! Ieavy Weight Champion Crash
I lolly wi ll have quite the successful year. I just hope that damn
I Iardcore I lolly doesn' t rain on
his parade. I've said it before
and I' ll say it again, damn that
ll ardcorc llolly!
Photo lrom YNIW.wwf.com
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That
Neighborhood
Feel
By Sarah Schmidlin
Staff Writer

st across the street from the Damen Blue Line
top is a converted gas station that serves food and
pirits from just around noon until two or three
o'clock in the morning. Well, they let their cooks go
home before midnight, but you can drink there until
they close.
/

The Pontiac Cafe is a spacious niche that's artist friendly with a real "neighborhood"
atmosphere. The servers actually smile and if you don't know how to pronounce things
like, prosciutto, they won't make you feel like an idiot. (And don't feel bad, I didn't
know that it was a cured ham until my roommate told me.)
We ate at Pontiac around seven o'clock on a Friday night and the restaurant was pretty close to empty. At maximum capacity the place might feel a little bit crowded since
a number of the tables are lined up edge to edge. But the seating is very comfortable
with huge swivel chairs or wooden booths to choose from.
At the bar the stools are cushioned with backs, always nice for the late night
drinkers... The interior consists of exposed brick walls with candles on the tables and
dim over-head lighting. There's a concrete floor and a small stage at the back of the
dining area.
It's a seat yourself kind of environment with a huge chalkboard menu (in case you're
farsighted?) as well as the menu your server will bring to your table.
Pontiac offers a vegetarian-friendly menu with salads, soups and three types of sandwiches; subs, panini (a thick Italian flatbread with spices cooked into it) or foccacia (a
flatbread with tomato and spices baked in). You can choose from ingredients like sundried tomatoes, portabello mushrooms,grilled chicken breast, fresh basil, roasted red
peppers, a couple of different cheeses and more.
The cost for this fresh food is under $ 10 per item.
In the cooler you' ll find beers ranging from Blue Moon to
Jjud Light. Pontiac does have a bit of a reputation for
being out of stock every now and then so I asked
my waitress when beer is delivered.
"We pick up the beer ourselves," said
server Aimee, " in the summer
we're pretty well stocked, in
the winter it's slower,
but you'll always
have a choice
between

missed class because
of this luxurious summertime
treat. Carry out is available and you
while you're there can count on picking up a
Reader, Newcity, UR or ' America's Finest News Source,'
the Onion.
• The Pontiac Grill, 1531 N. Damen, 11:30am-2am Monday through Friday
and 11:30am through 3 am on Saturday. Remember, the kitchen closes at
11:30pm. Check it out for the food, stay for the tunes and stick around
for summertime.
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a domestic and an
import." There's also a
fu ll bar for creating cocktails
and a brief wine list. The Cabernet,
I can vouch for, is pretty good. Alcohol
will cost $3-5 depending on your taste.
On the nonalcoholic front drinks include soda,
lemonade and iced-tea (in season), smoothies, hot-tea,
coffee and espresso drinks.
For dinner I had a portabello panini and a Greek salad with a glass
of wine, $18 plus tip. Yum.
I'm a pretty easy sell when it comes to eating, so the only bad thing I have to say
about the Pontiac Cafe is that the forks are too dull. I was tempted to ask for a spoon
to scoop my salad off its plate. It was nice to eat at a restaurant where the lettuce actually fit into my mouth though. Most of the trendy restaurants in this neighborhood find
.
convenience in cutting a head of lettuce in half and throwing it on a
plate so you, the casual diner, can suffer through mouthful after mouthful of super-s1zed
romaine. But this luxury of bite-size salad was eclipsed by the fact that my fork couldn't stab through the stuff.
As fortunes, Monday, Wednesday and Saturday there's a OJ. Tuesday is " rock ni_ght"
with either a live band or a OJ playing rock tunes. Thursdays at the Pont1ac are for Jazz,
Fridays feature contemporary bands and Sunday is Tom Waits night. Cool. Although,
.
according to Aimee, Sundays might be changing face.
The jukebox is chock-full of varying selections. G Love and Spec1al Sauce shares
an option page with the Beatles and MTV Party To Go. Saturday Night Fever
befriends Nirvana's Nevermind and The Greatest Hits of Frank Sinatra and Patsy
Cline are hand in hand. I also noticed Skeletons in the Closet; Grateful Dead fans
unite.
Maybe the most alluring thing about the Pontiac Cafe is that in the warm weather,
about 40 extra tables are scattered on the huge outdoor patio: with lawn chairs on the
outskirts. Relaxing with a margarita is a
dangerous past time if you need to be somewhere, beware that many a student has
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Does it ever end?
By Megan Dlaz
Staff Writer
Theaters are charging up to ten dollars for a
90-minute film, and many moviegoers feel
overcharged. Well, if more time in the theater is what you want, go see Company
Man, because it seems to go on forever.
Company Man is about a quiet
man forced to li ve a lie to please
his dominating wife and fatherin-law by pretending to be a
CIA agent. Yeah, like we
haven't seen that before.
It is filled with too many
cliches, and although I like a
good slapstick comedy, i.e. The
Three Stooges, I found this boring, and too silly. The g ive-away
that this movie stinks should have
been the fact that there was a total of
fi ve people in the theater and one was my
mom, who was there as a favor to me. Sorry
mom.
Company Man is set in suburban
Connecticut during the early 60's. Douglas
McGrath
co-writer and co-director, plays
the timid Allen Quimp. He is working enthusiastically as a high-school grammar teacher,
but his controlling wife (Sigourney Weaver)
desires status and the better things in life.

PICI(S OF THE WEEI(

In order to impress her, and get his overbearing father-in-law off his case, Quimp concocts an elaborate story that he signed up for
the CIA.
The news spreads like wild fire through
town, thanks mostly to his loud-mouthed wife,
and Quimp finds himself helping a Russian
ballet dancer defect (Ryan Philippe). He
is soon enlisted by the real spy
agency, in order to mask the incident, and is sent to Cuba. Upon his
arrival, he is met by a fellow
agent
(Denis Leary) who
becomes aggravated by Quimp's
obsession with the proper use of
"who" and " whom." Later,
Quimp meets up with the station
chief (Woody Allen) and the two
develop a plot to overthrow
Cuba's Fidel Castro (Anthony
Lapaglia) through the use of
devices like poisoned cigars, LSDspiked punch and poisoned scuba diving suits. The whole fi asco turns into the
infamous Bay of Pigs.
Although Company Man is not a Woody
Allen film, it has Woody "wannabe" written
all over it. The characters animated gestures
and facial expressions could be humorous, but
they weren't. They comedy is spoon-fed and
over exaggerated, and with all the efforts that
the actors seem to put forth, I felt like I should
laugh, but it just wasn't funny.

Emo Overflow
I've got an electric
guitar I play my
stupid songs I
write these stupid
words and!
love every one
By Sal J. Barry
Webmaster
The sold-out crowd at the Aragon
Ballroom also loved every word. Weezer the unofficial rock band of the uncool, unhip,
and utterly square- has finally returned to
the limelight, with all the same intensity and
passion they have embodied since their
beginning. Weezer rocked the house, and
enjoyed every moment of it. And so did their
fans, who saog along with the group and didn't miss a beat.
Playing for one and a half hours, which is
pretty long for rock bands these days, Weezer
was sure to not disappoint their fans. Kicking
off with "My Name is Jonas," Weezer played a
well-rounded set of tunes from their two albums
(their self-titled debut and Pinkerton), as well as
a handful of new songs from their forthcoming
album (rumored to be released in April). All of
their popular songs were played, such as "Why
Bother?", "El Scorcho", "Surf Wax America",
and ''The Good Life". Everyone was up and
singing along when Weezer played their geekanthem
Garage".
It was a"In
truethemoment
of '
bonding between the rock
band and their fans, who
know exactly how they
feel when they sing "In
the
garage .. . I
feel
safe...no one cares about
my ways."
Of course, no Weezer
concert could be complete without "Say It
Ain't So" "Undone-the
Sweater 'Song", and
"Buddy Holly"- thei r
top radio hits. I don ' t
want to imagine what
kind of riot would have
ensued had Wcezer chosen to not play "Buddy
J Jolly". However, J was
a little disappointed that
J didn't hear "Jamie",
"Getchoo", or "No One
Else"; J would ' ve gladly
traded "Undone" to hear
the screeching opening
riff of "Gctchuo" or the
e m bi ttc red - yc t - fun
lyrics of "No One
Else". While no one is

perfect, Weezer came close.
Additional bonuses that night were Weezer's
opening acts--Ozma and the Get Up Kids, who
played for 30 and 45 minutes respectively.
While the Get Up Kids were almost as well
received by the audience as the headliners
themselves, it was Ozma that left me with the
best impression of the two openers. They
played an energetic eight-song set, including
an instrumental rock cover of "Korobeiniki".
That song, which is a 300-year-old traditional
Russian folk song, is better known as the
"Tetris theme", as it was used by Nintendo in
their Game Boy release of 12 years ago.
While Ozma earned many "dork" points from
the crowd for that tune-which is definitely a
good thing- they would still have been a worthy first act without it.
This show was indeed a gem of concerts
nowadays. It is a rare treat to see a great band
put on a great show (and for longer than an hour,
to boot), accompanied by entertaining opening
acts, and at an affordable price. Tickets sold for
$11 or $16, but that night, Weezer put on a show
that was well worth that amount, and more.
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BEGINNING MARCH 13, ADDED TUESDAY PERFORMANCES!
Student Rush Tickets!
PURCHASE TICKETS ON THE DAY OF THE PERFORMANCE FOR $25.
Must present student 10 at tho box offico. Two tickots may be purchased per 10 .

Subject to avail.ability. Box o ffice is o pen Mon- Sat. 9nm-10prn nndSun,1 2··7pm.

GRAMMY AWARD NOMINATED
DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO,
AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE!
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GROUP SALES 773.348.3300
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appendix, was greeted with the response:
"'Oh, right, like Mary McCarthy.' There
Book Editor
was, in the distance, the sound of thunder, and of lightning striking, presumFinally! Say what you mean!
ably, a kitten."
This best-selling memoir now in paperA master at blending sincerity and
back form is still the same harrowing, irony into a kind of jesting, yet wholly
strangely cathartic narrative of death, direct presentation of ideas, Eggers
rebirth, self-examination and raucously cycles point by point in the appendix
comic hyperbole that it always was. through sections of the book which
Eggers begins with a burst of laughter needed either updating, or, more often,
and ends with a rising, spinning head- clarification, much of which includes
cloud of rage and exultation. Throughout s imply tangential storyte lling. For
the process we are
instance: the story of Eggers
and some of hi s frie nds bumpimmersed in the story
of his parents' deaths,
ing backs with a whale while
Eggers just o ut of
kayaking in San Francisco
college and his brothBay; an explanation of how
er Toph sti ll a mere
many phone calls his friends
child. Whereupon the
received because of the hardtwo brothers move to
cover (Eggers having inserted
San Francisco, set up
their actual working numbers
house in Berkeley
in the original ed ition); a ratioand li fe progressesnale for those numbers'
an early twentyremovals.
something raises a
At a certain point during
child of the nineties
these clarifications, the type
amid
independent
compresses down to fine-print
magazines, high selfsize-"This section should be
consciousness about
skipped by most," the voice
PTA meetings, other
begins, "for it is annoying and
mishaps.
pedant ic, and directed to a
- - - - - - - " ' " ' very few." Though what folThe paperback
offers new things to think about. Eggers, lows is a much-needed (if a little overever the gamesman, anticipates critiques stated-Eggers inherited a gift for
of the book from the outset, expla ining hyperbole from his father, so he says)
every change made to the hardcover edi- vocabulary lesson on the word 'irony'
tion. In addition to the book's original and the critics' misuse of it, their petupreface (in which the author provides a !ant insistence upon seeing 'irony' where
suggestive reader's guide, the story of in fact there is none whatsoever. The
the book's making, an outline of how example is c ited of someone apparently
much he was paid for the book, etc.), reading the end of AI-JWOSG as a 'forthere has been added an appendix, mal parody' of Joyce's Ulysses, at which
Mistakes We Knew We Were Making, Eggers laughs and scoffs maniacally.
which begins just inside the back cover,
And he has a point. For all of his own
designed as if it were the main text itself. 'ha-ha's,' the author here is profoundly
Here is provided the comic rationale for straightforward in all areas. And here sits
the inclusion of the appendix, which the book's power, in whatever published
likewise includes, of course, a ll the rea- form.
sons why this thing wasn't also included
Dave Eggers will read at the Harold
in the hardcover. Back when he was Washington Library at 6PM on Monday,
writing the book, Eggers, upon telling a March 26. Call 773.342.0910 for more
'writer friend' about his idea for the information.

By Todd Dills

Lynn to play basketball. Sweetwater
and the unnamed fighter from "The
Toughest Indian in the World" could
Book Editor
drink Pepsi in companionable silence.
The first thing I want to tell you about
The subject matter of these stories
Alexic's book: he does a mean varies, from the lyrical and disturbing
metaphor. Check this out: "Often, as I science fiction story of " The Sin
sang, the grandmothers would weep Eaters," in which Indians are tormenttears that I collected into tin cups and ed for a nefarious government purpose
fed to the huckleberry bushes growing (doesn't sound so much like science
on the low hills of the reservation. All ficti on once I write it down), to the
these years later, those huckleberries gentle narrative of "One Good Man,"
still taste like grief, and a cellar filled in which a son prepares himself for his
with preserved huckleberries is a father's death, to the funny interview
graveyard stacked high
form of "Dear John
with glass tombstones."
T HE
Wayne," in which an
The second thing I want
aged Ind ian woman
makes life di fticult for
to tell you: he uses tight,
humorous sentences such
I N DI.II.N
a pompous white
as this one: "U nited in
·
""
a nt h r o poI o g i s t.
their obsessive hatred ,
IN THE
Alex ic 's writing is
WORLD
acrid, unflinching, yet
Mary Lynn and Jeremiah
ultimately kind, transresorted to taking vitamins, eating free-range
forming his characchicken, and smoking
ters' most ridiculous,
cigarettes rolled together
uncomfortable, and
and marketed by six odi fugly moments with
anger, wit, and tendererous white liberals in
Northern
California."
ness. Il is characters
The third: he often writes ,
face the painful chasm
like this, in a sty le
between classes, genunique ly his; co lons, "'"'---~......-~................., ders, races, and homeparentheses, and all thirlands however they
ty-seven other forms of punctuation can. They reach for one another across
exist to do his bidding.
the chasm, even when it yawns so
Where the 22 stories of The Lone wide beneath them as to pull their
Ranger and Tomo Fisrfight in Heaven arms ri ght out of their sockets.
were sharp, short bursts of lightning Sometimes they let go, turn their
joined in the same cloud, the 9 stories backs on the chasm altogether, and
of his latest collection are heavy rocks walk away. They wrestle with identity:
thrown into a pond, overlapping in cir- what does it mean to be Indi an?
cles to shore long after they' ve fallen. white? hetero? gay? woman? man? in
Where the Lone Ranger stories bite Jove? bitter? Mary Lynn, Low Man,
you and move on, these latest stories Ro man Gabriel Fury, and Alexic's
take advantage of their length to work other characters a ll have to laugh or
you over right. The characters of they'd cry.
Toughest Indian don' t know each
Attend a conversation with Alexic
other or make appearances in each and writer Dorothy Allison at the
other's stories (a satisfying element of Il arold
Washington
Li brary,
Lone Ranger). But they could. Get Wednesday, March 28, at 4:30 p.m.
them all in a room together, and Etta Alexic reads at the Metro, 3730
Joseph and Low Man could talk west- Clark Street, on Thursday, March 29,
erns. Grace Atwater could teach Mary at 7:30 p.m.

By Monica C. Kirsch
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Log on to the
Columbia Chronicle website at
www.columbiachronicle.com to enter.

First Prize

$1 00 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Second Prize

$50 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Third Prize

$25 Gift Certificate
to Suncoast Video
and 4 movie passes

Contest deadline is Saturday, March 24
at midnight, so enter today.
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an exhibition of work by
Columbia College Senior Seminar graduates
Hokin Gallery
623 S. Wabash
March 12 - April 12, 2001
Opening reception:
March 22 from 5-8 pm
Performances at 6:30 pm

Bb.r.ania F.act.ian
The Columbia Chronicle is planning its annual literary supplement
to be published on Monday, April 23rd. We are looking for•••

> Poetry
> Short Fiction
> Essays

No more than three ooems- Free verse or structured. less than 40 lines each
No more than 750 words, longer pieces may be considered

No more than 750 words, longer pieces may be considered

Please bring your submissions to the Columbia Chronicle office
(623 S. Wabash • Suite 205) NO LATER THAN FRIDAY. APRIL 13th.
Submissions should be on disk (Word files) accompanied by a
manuscript copy and all pertinent information. All disks will be available
for you to pick up after Wednesday, April 25th. Please contact Chris Watts,
Editor of Special Sections by phone 312.344.7936 or email at
chronicfiction@ccchronicle.com with any questions.
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()lassifleds
ACROSS
1 Full range
6 Small snake
9 Harvests
14 Muse ot poetry
15 Distant
16 Opening bars
t7 Summarize
briefly
16 Connection
t 9 Cook on a grill
20 Potato squasher
22 City on Lake
Geneva
24 Cherry brandy
26 Teache(s
favorites
27 Western state
capital
31 Injured
33 Impersonator
34 Grange abodes
39 Boyfriends
41 Sock end
42 Serious story
43 Facilitating
46 Villainous
47 Ac1ress Yothers
46 Puzzling
problems
50 U2 singer
53 Removes suds
55 Consolidating
57 Eddes
62 I want in!
63 Actor McKellen
65 Farewell in
Rouen
66 Ward off
67 Long or Peeples
66 Post fresh
troops
69 Play replay, often
70 Yap o r kisser
71 False faces
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
6

Jobs
TELEVISION INTERNSHIPS
available with Lake County
Television. Gain hands-on experience in television production.
Positions available year-round. Call
847-782-6080 for an
application.

Instruments wanted/for sate
Keyboard Player Needed
High-energy working disco band
needs keyboard player. Must have
pro gear, chops and be between 2135. Call Nick 630 202-3262 or email

FRATERNITIES/SORORITIES/CLUBS

General

Solutions

Chest bones
Delights
Make right
Write letter by
letter
13 Parts of shoes
21 Repeated
rhythmic phrase
23 Slangy negative
25 Getting back
again
27 Kemo
26 TopmoSt point
29 Lowest high tide
30 As expected
32 Rshing pole
DOWN
35 King of France
Pathogen
36 Rescue
Locality
37 Arab leader
Brits' raincoats
36 Maglieand
Bryce Canyon's
Mineo
state
40 A. Reagan's Star
Capital of Kansas
Wars
Starnward
44 Inscription on the
Windmill blades
cross
Tedious moral
45 Tums right
lectures
49 Teeming

9
10
11
12
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50 Goose and
speed followers
51 Actor Ryan
52 Explosive liquid,
briefly
54 Marsh of
mysteries

sd
~

n
a
3
a
v
S
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tJ

3
D

56 CellistMa
56 Inkling
59 Tire holders
60 Dnp
6 1 Catches some
rays
64 Seize suddenly
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Announcements
Europe $199 one way.
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $250 round trip plus tax.
Other worfd destinations cheap. If
you can beat these prices start your
own damn airline! Book tickets
online www.airtech.com or toll free
877-AIRTECH
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Classified Advertising Rates:
On~ 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted.
Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday 5:00 p.m. C.S.T
To place your order, vis~ the world
wide web at:
http11www.universaladvertising.com
BUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal
Advertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume
responsibility for damages resulting from
any advertisements.

CALL 312-344-7432 with Questions

Student Groups earn $1,000-$2,000
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
WWW.CAMPUSFUNDRAISER.COM
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College Education Assistance
Will Start Your First Day of Work,

STUDENT TRAVEL

Not Your First Day of Class.
Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance

PACKAGE HANDLERS
~>I<

.1dy, P"rt ltme Jobs • $8.~0 $9.~0/llour
<:;,., kr•nrls & Holtddys Off AND Great Bcncftts'

HODGKINS*

ADDISON*

(79th & Willow Spnngs Rds.)
Ph: 1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
To Hodgkins take one of the following buses:
t169 1390 1391 1392 139 5 1397 1890 1833

!Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)
Ph: 630-628-3737
$500 Stay Bonus fOI' all shifts!
To Addison take pace bus 1536 or 1393

NORTHBROOK

PALATINE*

(Shermer & Willow Rds.)
Ph: 847-480-6 788
Up to $10,000 Education Assistance
fOI' the NOI'thbtook Sunrise Shift!
To Northbrook take pace bus 1212

!Hicks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 847-705-6025
$500 Stay Bonus for Sunrise and
Twilight Shifts!
To Palatine from Elgin take pace bus 1556

For more information,
please ca ll our facilit ies direct
or our 24-hr. jobline at:

l-888-4UPS-JOB

don't pass it
pass it on!

up ...

I *

I

~

E

Lower level of the 600 S. Michigan building
Monday- Thursday Bam to 6 :30pm ,
Friday Bam to 3pm
·
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ABA
COimNUED FROM !lACK PAGE

Despite the less than motivational wann-up music, it is still
professional basketball. But,
besides the multi-colored balls,
the new millenniwn 's version of
the ABA won't make anybody
forget the 1960s and 1970s version, a time when Dr. J soared for
the New York Nets and the ABA
had more than a few guys who
would go on to be stars in the
NBA.
However, unlike the CBA,
which had hoped to become the
NBA's developmental league
before folding, the ABA has
refused to look at itself as second
rate. In fact, the league doesn't
even use the same rules as other
pro leagues do. It has chosen
instead to use the college rules.
That means a guy such as
Comegys, who was the 21st pick
of the 1987 NBA Draft and has
also spent time in Italy and
Turkey, had to adjust to a different style of play.
" Pro talent with college rules
makes it exciting." Comegys
said.
"In the CBA you could pretty
much go one-on-five with a lot of
isolation," Fields said. " If you
can't hit the perimeter shot (in
the ABA] it becomes a lot more
noticeable."'
Puning together a team that
best fit the change of style fell
upon Meyer. In five days, he
nabbed fonner DePauJ players,
local guys, a few other recommended players and a rapper.
Even though Percy Miller, (a.k .a.
Master P) did not work out, the
rest of the Meyer's squad has.
As of last week, the Sky liners
stood at 24-8, good enough for
the best record in the eight-team.
two-division league
'"Most teams ha' e good pia)ers. but then it's hard for the

Donnie Sells Jr./Civonlde

Ronnie Fields (ltft) looks on with Htad Cosch Joey Mtytr during a
ntetnt practice. Fields is a legend at Farragut Academy In Chicago.
coach to make everybody happy
and fit guys into what he's trying
to do," Fields said. "We have II
or 12 good players that could
probably play anywhere, but all
fit into what we are trying to do
and understand their roles."
Guys like Shaheen Holloway
have had to sacrifice minutes and
a chance at a call-up to the NBA
for the sake of team hannony.
Holloway starred in Seton Hall's
backcoun from 1996 to 2000,
averaging 14 points and six
assists per game. lie is only averaging 5.7 points per game and 20
minutes off the bench for the
Skyliners.
Leading Meyer's guys have
been Booth, Fields and Fred
Vinson. Booth. who played for
Meyers at DePaul, has led the
Skyliners in scoring (21.1 ppg)
and rebounding (7 .0).
" He "s not fast or strong, but he
can score so many different
ways. All of a sudden you look
up and he has 30 or 40 points,"
Fields said of Booth, who spends
his summers battling fellow

Manual High grads Marcus
Griffin, Frank Williams and
Sergio McClain.
The sharp-shooting Vinson has
averaged 17.4 points per game
and Fields, the team-leader
according to Comegys, has put
up I 0.4 points, 4.2 rebounds and
almost two steals a contest.
But a lot of teams over time
have been able to coexist and win
on the cowt. What makes this
team rare is it's camaraderie off
of the cowt.
"People may see us arguing.
but you have to understand from
our background, that's our way
of communicating," Comegys
said. "There are no fighters on
this team. There are no bad
guys."
Fields said that despite their
age disparity, the team sometimes hangs out together. but
mostly in divided groups. Not so
much young and old. but by
region.
" I hang out with a lot of the
New York guys," he said. " A lot
of the local guys hang together

Donnie Seals JrJCiror'

Cotch Meyer Instructs playera on some of the ABA rules. The ABA
usH college ruiH, including zone defense.
too."
The respect the Skyliners have
for one another is evident. It may
be because almost all of them are
young fathers, dealing with the
reality of trying to raise a family
as a professional athlete. And it
may be because every member of
the team took a risk, signing on
as pioneers of an infant league.
Whether that risk pays off is yet
to be detennined. Crowds have
been sparse throughout the
league, with the possible exception of Kansas City and Los
Angeles.
" You hear so many rumors that
you don't know if you're going
to be around tomorrow. let alone
next year," Meyer said. "I think
the league wants to get through
the year and evaluate itself and

WCRX

maybe do a different marlceting
program for next year."
Compared with the XFL,
another second tier league, the
ABA has been advertised poorly.
Even with an abundance oftaleot
probably closer to the NBA than
the XFL is to the NFL, the ABA
possesses no television COIItrld
and has given fans very few rcasons to come and watch; such IS
scantily-(;lad cheerleaders.
While all of the Sky liners hope
the league survives, they are
pros. If the ABA folds they will
play elsewhere. As Booth put it,
1t's still the grcall:$\. job m the
world.
"Most guys can't say they
only work six months out of the
year and make the money we
do," he said.

Venci
COimHum niOM IW:K NOE

burgers, fries and nachos. the Spons
Cndcrground hosts- T1m White, \1 ar~
Jolhfe. Rvan Rabe. and (,raham Couch
talked baSketball It v.as a hnle ~!range for
people to not onl) hear them, but ~e them do
the broadcast as v. c II
" I didn't e'en v.ant to make C) c contact."
laughed White " I d1dn ' t v. ant people to look
at me"
They may ha\e been nel"\ous '"the begm·
nmg. but II d1dn 't seem hke 11 llcfore they
e'en staned talkutg about the match-ups for
the tournament, the) "ere dJ\agrccmg ahout
the team5 that v.crc :.elected
As Jollifc told hstcnel") that some of the
teams with poor record~ d1dn't deserve to go
1n, Couch shot back, explammg the reason
teams deserved an at-large bid v.as becate.c
they took the nsk of playmg a difficult \Chcdulc and they should be rewarded for it. The
audience immediately knew the two-hour
show was going to get interesting.
The Underground team moved on to the
tournament match-ups and went through
each bracket of the tournament, discussing
their favorites and any Interesting match-ups.
The most interesting of the brackets they
talked about was the Midwest- which
includes three local team~. Illinois (No. I
seed), Notre Dame No. 6 and Ell.'llcm Illinois
(No. IS).
The four hosu also revealed their Pinal
Four picks and eventual national champion
with Illinois, Duke and Michil!8n St. gettin&

College Basketball
Thul'ldlly-fr1d8y
Sweet Sixteen

picked But the discussion was n't just
hc!\\CCO the hosts
The l 'ndcrground a lso took a call from
I arry ~1 ara.<eo. the spons director of WDBM
rad1o '" Last Lansmg I arry talked about
numerous teams of mtcrcst to h1m besides
Michigan St.. including small schools ~uch
as Geo'"¥1n St that he felt could rnnkc a sur·
pming 1mpact in the tourney (IO<l~ S li!..c he
ntil) be nght. Georgia St u p~el WJ<corl\m in
the fir..! round).
South Loop patrons " niching the 'htm .tbo
got a chance 10 mtcnu:t BS well !'he) v. en!
.tround with m1crophuncs so thnt .tudJence
members could express comment' or pose
quc,tiuns for the hosts.
Some of the to pics the crowd n<~ed " ere.
Notre Dame 's chances in the tournament.
Oobby Knight's future, Wisconsin'< chunccs
to get back to the Final Four, and the Big
fen's chances (which don't look good al\er
last Thursday's &ames).
The audience wa:s also cntenained during
the commercial brealcl with a free raffic provided by WCRX. When you entered the bar
you received a nwnber for the chance to win
prizes such a:s footballs, soccer balls, t-shins
and hats. Geuing a chance to be involved in
the broadcast made the show a lot more
appealing to the audience.
Overall, the Sporu Underground team felt
the show wa:s a s~css and Is hopin& to do it
a(lllin during baseball season.
"Maybe we'll do one later in the baseball

DwlyntM. ~

A prize wlnntr during the WCRX rtmOtt
broadcaat dlsplayt his Spartan pridt.
season. around the all-star break," s11id
White. "We could do a 'state of major league
baseball' show."
The Underground wa:s unsure if they would
perform the next show at the South Loop
Club ogwn or find another venue. Either Wl:f•
they know they will haven great time doing !1.
"It wa:s really fun and good experience," said
Jollife. " I'd be willing to do this ag~tin for
sure."

Blackhawks
Thulldey
Nashville, 7:30 p.m.
Seturdey
0 St. Loula, 1 p.m.
Sundly
Cal&ary, 2 p.m.

"Interesting," I say. "So what
you' re telling me is that Jordan
has too much pride to do something like this? That he knows it
would look bad for him to be in
a Wizard unifonn when people
can only imagine him in a Bulls
one? That if he came back and
didn't look as good, like you
suggest, his legendary c:arccr
would have a terrible asterisk
next to it?"
" ow you· re getting it," the
source said .
"So ' hat is there for Jordan to
do," I asked this person who has
never even spoken to Jordan.
"Jordan doesn't have to do
an)'lhing but sit on ltis bun all
day. lie's the gn:atest basketball
player to ever play the game.
The only thing he couldn't do
was hit a curveball. Don't be
surprised if MJ puts on the
skates and tries out fur the
Blackhawks. lie's in his prime
right now for that sport. wt\'J do
you think he's been woritlna out
so many hours every day? 1be
man Wllllts to be the next Bobby

Hull."

Jordan a Blackhawk? Let the
rumors besin.

Bulls
~
Orlando, 6 p.m.
~
0 Miami, 6:30 p.m.

Atdly
Chllrlotte, 7:30 p.m.

SUnday

0 Bolton, 2 p.m.
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2001 CHRONICLE MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP BRACKET
lllnois_11)
NW State 1161
Tennessee 181

I
I

NC-Charlotte 191
Syracuse _(5)
Hawaii 112)

NATIONA L
CHAMPIONS HIP
Minneapolis
April 2

I

Kansas 141

I

CS Northridae(13)

MIDWEST

Notre Dame (6)

EAST

San Antonio

Xavier (11)

Philadelphia

I
I

Ole Miss (3)
lona (14)
Wake Forest (7)
Butler (10)

I

Arizona (2)

NATIONAL
SEMIFINALS

I

E. Illinois (15)

NATIONAL
SEMIFINALS

Minneapolis
March 31

Michigan State (1)
Alabama St. (16)

National Champi on

Minneapolis
March 31

I

California (8)

I

Fresno State (9)
Vir!linia (5)
Gonzaga (12)

I

Oklahoma (4)

I

Indiana State (131
Texas_{6l
Temple (11)

SOUTH

WEST

Atlanta

Anaheim

I

Florida (3)

I

W. Kentucky (14)
Penn State (7)
Providence 1101

I

North Carolina (2)
Princeton (15)

I

The Chronicle Final Four Challenge
Pick the Final Four teams and the winner of
the National Championship game and we'll
do a feature on you in the Chronicle.
To enter, email your picks to Sports@ccchronicle.com, fax them to attention
sports: 312-344-8032, or call the Chronicle sports desk at 312-344-7086. All predictions must be received by Thursday, March 22 at 4 p.m. Make sure you leave
your name and a way for us to get in contact with you . The feature will run in the
April 16 edition of the Chronicle.

Bet against the boys and the girl
Picks for March 22-25
The Fi nal Four and the National Champion (*)

Ci Couch
Record: 8-12

Dlinois
Michigan State
Uuke
Maryland
*Michigan State

I

Each week the Chronicle sports experts will make their picks for flve basketball games for the
upcoming week. If you think you can do better, sand your picks to Ghcouch@oool.com or call
them In to the Chronicle sports line at 312-344-7086. Your picks must be In no later than each
Wednesday at 6 p.m. The person who does the best will appear In next weeks' aset agains t the
boys and the girl." Here are this week's games and the way our guys and our g irl picked them.

M. Richmond

N . Buethe

Record :

9-11

Arizona
Michigan State
Uuke
Maryland
*Duke

Record: 9-11

Illinois
Michigan State
Uuke
Maryland
*llltnois

Record:

9-11

Illinois
Michjgan State
Unke
Maryland
*Duke

A. Holst
Record: 7-13

Illinois
F lorida
Boston College
Stanford
*Illinois

Guest: Brandon Goetz
Record: 3-7

Arizona
Michigan State
Uuke
Stanford
*Duke

Source not close
to MJ says he's
not coming back
sourcc vt·ry d ose to M iclmd
Jordan says he is " urk ing out
six ho urs a day so that t h~.· JS' ~.·.1r-old icon can makt.· hi~ ~~.·coml
~nmchac k to the " orld of h.lo;k~,.•t b:d l.

A

Same ball, no Dr. J
Chicago Skyliners of start-up ABA full of local legends and journeymen
By Graham Couch
Sports Editor

A nother source to ld .\ i,ort.f /ll tll f rtltcd:\·
Ki1. k Ktilly that )<lrdan is "90 perce nt
l'illll llli tU:<f' to pia) ing ha... l..~,.·thalllh:.~l
~ ~.-..r. Some ha\'{' C\ cn !'UJ:!l!l''ll'd that
Jw, ,1imcss may ~ct good budd~ ( 'hark·s

.-- = =--.

Many of them have come home to play in the
c ity they love. some giv ing up more lucrati ve
o verseas opportunities for a chance to play near
family and friends. Others are not so local. They
are looking to pay their bills in a leag ue that may
not be around tomorrow. All o f them still Jove the
game and all of them still dream of the NBA.
They arc the Chicago Skyliners. of the stan·up
A me rican Basketball Association.
The team is comprised of guys who sho uld have
been great and players who lead you to say. "Hey.
I remem ber that g uy." Even the Skylincrs ' coach.
former DePaul head man Joey Meyer, has you
thinking about a time gone by.
The ABA won' t rem ind you of the NBA. but is
certa inly more posh than the recent ly defunct
Continental Basketball Association.
" ll's higher pay than the CBA w ith better cities."
said Skyl inc rs' guard and fa nner Northern Illinois
star Donald Whiteside. "The CBA cities weren't
bad. but these cities are a little mo re exciting
when you're dea ling with LA. C hicago, Tampa.
San Diego and even Detroit."
According to fanner Chicago prep legend
Ro nnie Fie lds, who played three seasons with the
C BA's Rockford Lighting and now starts for the
Sky liners. the players make two ·to·three times
more in the ABA. While no body in the organiza·
t ion would d iscuss dollar figures, Skyl iners' Vice
President and General Manager Ruby Richmond
d id confirm that players make "considerably more
than the C BA." And because of the larger markets
the ABA has placed its teams in. players don't
have to catch the early fl ights they used to, like
geu ing from Sio ux Falls. S. D. to Yakima, Wash.
in the CBA.
However, there arc aspects of the ABA that has
minor league wrinen all over it.
In early February, the Skyliners played a 7:30p.m.
game in Tampa Bay and then had to tum arowxl and
play in Memphis at 2 :00 p.m. the next day.
" We lost the two o'clock game," said leading·
scorer David Booth, a graduate of Manual High in
Peoria.
No sleep and only 16 hours between games is
just one of the inconveniences the N BA doesn't
have to dea l with,
While the Sky lin ers play at Allstate Arena. an
arena that parallels any NBA fac ility, they don't
practice at one. The Willow Creek Health Club is
j ust blocks from A llstate in Rosemont and has all
of the necessary amenities. but it is hardly their's.
Before they begin practice, Meyer often has to
kick live 5'10 white guys o ff the court. As the
Skylincrs practice, it is not unusual to see an o ld
guy with a towe l walk by the court o n the way to
the shower.
Thl' co urt thl')' practice on has some dead spotS
and isn't lltl' fu11 94 feet. A nd instead o f " Eye o f
the Tiger" rmm the Rocky soundtrack coming on
\\h ik lhl• guys nm suicides. Kenny G or Celine
Ilion pl.t) s Sllnl, in the back¥-round.
" \Vhl'l\ ~(l\1 ht.·...·l'llle a professional you ignore
all lh:tt," "nid fum.ml D.lllas Comegys. the guy
Fid el:-; culls thl· " w h.•ran" ur thl' tt•mn for his proli.•:-;:o;i{'lml l' Xpt•ril·ncc: :tml ndmittl"<lly um,lli<.'i:tl

ll;•ri..Jc, 111 tuin hun
in th~.· ilatHin ·~ capitol nc:\t 'l'ar. Alil'r

all. Bar~.:~~.. , him!'clf
is on a di ..·t· right no' ' ·
Yet nnoth~.· r person
is sa) ing something
com plctd) di !Tcrcnt
than nh;nt hc reports
arc suggesting. A

ScoH Venci

source not so close
to Jordan sa) s that

Corresponden the grcntc st player
t
in NBA history '~ill
not rctum to the
lca8uc next year. or ever for th:tt m;m er.
IIf: " 3) s that there is a I 00 percent
ch~mce that Jordan wi ll not suit up
again. Make that 99.9 percent. because
like Jordan. you should ne\ er Sa) never.
" I he re is no reason to comeback."
the "Ource says.
lie makes a good point. Why would
Jordan even consider tarnishing his leg·
<.· ndary image by playing fo r the hapless
\\ J/Jrds? There is no question they
" ould be improved next ) car. but e\'cn
Jordan himself can' t lead a team \'Oid
of any talent to the NBA Finals. After
all. Richard Hamilton and Courtney
Alexander arc hardly Scottie Pippen
and Horace Grant. Tracy Murray isn' t
Toni Kukoc. nor is Leonard llamihon
Phil Jackson. Jo rdan is too worried
about his lasting image to come back
and be humiliated w ith a bunch of sec·
ond tier players.
Then there is the scary thought that
Jordan may not even be a reflection o f
his past self. Who wants to see Kobe
Bryant blow past MJ on nationa l te levi·
sion? Or ho w about Jordan being on the
v.Tong side of the poster when Vince
Carter dunks over him? Those are
images more distur bi ng then
Temptation Isla nd .
Of course. these worri es arc probably
j ust that Jordan would still be o ne o f
the top players in the NOA. Utah Ja7.z
(orv.ard Kart Malone is still ave ragi ng
23 points a game, and he's older then
Jordan. With the talent level being so
thm aro und the N UA. Jordan would
.-.1111 be the odd-.· on fa H1ritc tn v. m the
c,(.or in~ IItle next year. But v. h:t t 1fhc
clldn't'! What if Jordan v. a.-. a ..tep .,Jow
.md hi<> once lighting fa.,t rcflcxc<>
'"'ercn' t fulfu.,.,cd hy the thunder'.'
I here 1\ Jll\lloo m ud at ,..,k ," the
·'•'lr<.e not V I do<te to Jurd;w .,ay ... " I f
J,,,d,lfJ <.11rnc" ha<. k and be IHitkli old
M!d ~ l ow, the wa y people wi ll remember turn will he completely dllfcrent."
I he VJU rc..c '" r~K}1 t. you k11ow
I ••rrncr I :title and f'adcr Jlrc,JI k tlo(j.(ic
Wh11c will forever h<~ vc v ulco uf hun·
~rlf 111 a ( ""'""'' l' anlhcr\ ter<tey, hcmK
m.mt~o~ndlcd hy no-n;lfnc" f .va mler
lfr,l;dicld <.itlne t>.1<.k fr•ml rclu eme nt.
Hod he'• ldt h<IVIn.l( lfJ w,1!<.h 1.1pc u f
bun:..clf j.(CIIIOg pulvcrucd hy \UlriC
fi11htrr rwned k w,.WhM ithw11 M;,r~n l.t·m lut·x." I a\ k
tlw ""m<.e f.e m tuc x ha-. '-""'e hm._ k ami
turrw(f lhc hll(. kcy wurld "fl"Hle d11wn
1111h hi\ play. "'f hat'• d lffcrcnl ," he
,,,Iff ' f lid guy• alw:tyill clnrrunnlc Ill)( k·
,.'/ I hey f' ltty until they' re 7fl yc;u\
,,frl I tilt aw-m. ~h what would make
/r,rd.m want lfl Lome hatk tmd r~o;k all
,,, thlill''

I hrr l' ''" ' ' anytlun~e," the IIW UiflC
,.uri I hotn; what I' ve hrr u try m~ tu
If' II

1'•11 ••

See Vtncl, pago
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DoMie Seats JrICIYOI'IIC:Ie

Shaheen Holloway (right) tries to steal the ball from Kevin Simmons.

See ABA, page 26

WCRX's Sports Underground invades the
South Loop Club for March Madness special
By Nell Buetho
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
1\ wn·k 11.1.!" 11 wnM ju'll Murch.
IIIII I.Jo:l lluu 'lday, Mu rc h IIH IICtf
"lllll t' lhml£ lllllt ' h mute
Miu t h M;uh lt'""· Fulluwm .,_ tht•
lhcmt·. ( 'ulumhtn'" nwn t~l lllknt
rtuhu \ ltt tiCIII, W('H, X KH I, tlt·dtl·
r rl tu tlu \nmt:thill~ 11 Ill! It· " mnd"
thc m'iCIVr 'l
111111

, ,,,!,:~~~,,'.::~,:;':'l.,":t~.'j'; ~~:,.:!~''~"

/111111 ~purl"

<1l1u w II Vt'

lt' lllllh ' j/11111

the Snuth l,tMIJI ( 'luh. 'I h is wnlt llw
lir'll time lh1..• t lmll·r~ttHIInl hud
cn•r dum.· 11 live ~huw, ri.' I!HlVi ll~
fi U.'III~l'IYl's fttlll\ the snf'c l'UIIIi iii..' S
of the stllllio.
'1he tupi..: t•f l.'tii\Vl'r,otatit' ll wus, nf
cnur~e . thl· N< ' /\I\ 1'\lllflllllllt'llt,
I hey th•cidt·c.J iftht·y Wt' tl.' ttttintt h'
he lnlklnttnhuntlhc cxdiC'mt'nt t lf

1

Ih e IHIIriiiiiiiCIII llu:y IICCdCtl lu .: l't'•

ntc

"CIIll l'

..-xdlt' ment Itt thdr

~;:::·,'·'"·~::~~~~·:;,,':~ l;.';r!~, ~,\':'It-''
Sec WCRX, pogo
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Tho 'Sport• Underground'

crtwot tho South l oop Club.

